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Unlike many past decades, the 2000s did not 

see the creation or emergence of many 

styles, with the exception of a few indie-

related genres such as Emo, Alternative 

R&B, and electronic subgenres like Liquid 

Funk. Convergence of different styles was 

one of the more defining features of the 

decade, as seen with the creation and 

commercial success of the British grime 

genre and trap and chillwave in the United 

States. 



Nevertheless, distinguishable elements can be 

attributed to the decade from a musical point of 

view, such as the common and mainstream 

usage of pitch correction software Auto-Tune, as 

well as the rise of the internet, media 

player programs such as iTunes and music and 

video sharing websites such as YouTube. Also, 

most songs put less focus on elaborate bass-lines 

that use bass guitars and bass synthesizers in 

favour of louder and booming drums, and used 

even more electrical instruments.



The popularity of teen pop carried 

over from the late 1990s with acts 

such as *NSYNC, Backstreet 

Boys, Britney Spears, 

and Christina Aguilera dominating 

the charts in the earlier years of the 

decade.



Contemporary R&B was one of the most popular 

genres of the decade (especially in the early and 

mid-2000s) which was immensely popular 

throughout the decade with artists like Usher who 

was named the number one artist of the decade, 

and also had the most number one songs and the 

most weeks at number one of the decade. 

Beyoncé was named the most successful female 

artist of the decade tied with Rihanna for the 

second most amount of number one songs of the 

decade. In 2004, the Billboard Year-End Hot 100 

had 15 of its top 25 singles as Contemporary R&B.



Furthermore, in the early 2000s, outside 

of North America, Britpop, post punk revival 

and alternative rock were at the height their 

popularity with acts such as The Libertines, 

https://youtu.be/jLYsIESNtUc Oasis, Lynda 

Thomas, Travis, Dido, https://youtu.be/1TO48Cnl66w

Blur, The Hives, Björk https://youtu.be/cpaK4CUhxJo

and Radiohead, https://youtu.be/7AQSLozK7aA

which still continued at the top of the major 

charts in the rest of the world since the 1990s.

https://youtu.be/jLYsIESNtUc
https://youtu.be/1TO48Cnl66w
https://youtu.be/cpaK4CUhxJo
https://youtu.be/7AQSLozK7aA


20. "Hey Ya!" - OutKast https://youtu.be/PWgvGjAhvIw

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: December 13, 2003

http://www.billboard.com/artist/321442/outkast/chart
https://youtu.be/PWgvGjAhvIw


Despite the hip hop dominance, such 

as Southern hip hop which lasted for most of 

the decade (particularly the middle 

years), rock music was still popular, 

notably alternative rock, and especially 

genres such as post-grunge, post-

Britpop, nu metal, pop punk, emo, post-

hardcore, metalcore, and in some 

cases indie rock; the early and mid-2000s 

saw a resurgence in the mainstream 

popularity of pop rock and power pop.



Despite a slight slip in popularity 

in the early part of the decade 

adult contemporary and 

country music were still able to 

find success throughout the 

2000s.



Electronic music was also highly popular 

throughout the decade; at the beginning 

of the 2000s, genres such 

as trance, chillout, house, indietronica,

and Eurodance were popular. By the end 

of the decade, late-1980s/early-1990s 

inspired dance-oriented forms of 

electronic music such as synthpop, 

electropop, and electro house had 

become popular.



Hip hop

Hip hop dominated popular music in the early 

2000s. Artists such as Eminem, OutKast, The 

Black Eyed Peas, T.I., 50 Cent, Kanye 

West, Nelly, Nas, Jay-Z, Snoop Dogg, Missy 

Elliott, M.I.A., Lil Kim, Gorillaz, Young 

Jeezy, Lil Wayne, The Game and Ludacris 

were among the dominant mainstream hip 

hop artists to have represented the hip hop 

genre for the decade. 



Distinct regional differences also developed 

outside of the hip hop/rap strongholds of the 

1990s, New York City and Los Angeles. 

Though the Los Angeles style of the 1990s 

waned, Gangsta rap continued to be popular 

through the 2000s, and more commercially 

oriented party rap dominated the charts. The 

emergence of hip-hop from the south and the 

midwest was starting to take place, and by the 

end of the decade, hip-hop was starting to 

spread internationally.



During the 2000s Eminem, who is 

perhaps best known for being one of the 

few successful white rappers in the 

music industry, enjoyed a massive 

commercial success and maintained 

commercial relevance by attempting to 

be controversial and subversive. 

According to Billboard, two of Eminem's 

albums are among the top five highest-

selling albums of the 2000s. 



After the release of his album Relapse, 

Eminem became the bestselling rapper 

of all time and the top selling artist of the 

decade across all genres. 
https://youtu.be/yHBigyG2Vgw

"Ringtone rap", which is rap music that 

was made popular for ringtones, which 

includes more "laid back" and "silly" 

elements along with repetitive hooks, 

became very popular in the later part of 

the 2000s.

https://youtu.be/yHBigyG2Vgw


19. "Foolish" - Ashanti https://youtu.be/gUPrnu3BEU8

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: April 20, 2002

http://www.billboard.com/artist/280057/ashanti/chart
https://youtu.be/gUPrnu3BEU8


In late 2005, the Southern hip hop subgenre 

reached the peak of its popularity, especially 

its sub-subgenres of crunk and snap 

music (which started the dance craze 

movement in hip hop from 2005 to 2009). 

The number one selling crunk artist as well 

as paving the way to its popularity was Lil 

Jon who shot to fame in 2003, with his 

group The Eastside Boyz. 



Then snap music became a staple for the 

remainder of the decade in hip hop with artists 

such as D4L, Soulja Boy, Unk, Da 

Backwudz, Purple Ribbon All-Stars, GS Boyz, 

the Fast Life Yungstaz, New Boyz and Cali Swag 

District, to name a few. These artists have all 

contributed to starting some dance craze 

accompanied to one of their songs, with the most 

popular being Soulja's "Crank Dat" move, which 

gained popularity throughout 2007 and 2008. 



By the end of the decade this sound began 

to decline in popularity as well as the dance-

crazes that came along with them, as 

pioneer hip hop artists and hip hop purists 

such as Ice-T and Nas denouncing the 

crunk and snap craze, with Nas's 2006 song 

"Hip Hop Is Dead" expressing dislike to the 

new path hip hop was directing.



By early 2000, the Hyphy movement became 

popular in Northern California, specifically the 

Bay Area. Hyphy was a style of hip hop 

showcasing uptempo beats and fast, 

energetic dancing. Sideshows, infamous for 

causing traffic in Oakland, were showcased 

on MTV. Sideshows started as gatherings to 

show off custom cars, but evolved into larger 

social events.



By mid-2008 the sound began to fade as 

indie rap and alternative began to come in 

with artists such as Kid Cudi and The Cool 

Kids, who fused hip hop with electro and 

hipster influences. https://youtu.be/VrDfSZ_6f4U

Alternative hip hop, almost unknown in the 

mainstream, except for a few crossover acts, 

evolved throughout the decade with the help 

of artists such as Mos Def, The Roots, 

Atmosphere, Aesop Rock, and Common, 

who achieved unheard-of success for their 

field.

https://youtu.be/VrDfSZ_6f4U


Throughout the 2000s, Alternative Hip hop 

continued its philosophical, positive, and 

complex lyrical subject matter, while 

denouncing materialism, fashion, and

money. This subgenre also includes spoken 

word and a branch of slam poetry. The 

subgenre could be said to be related to both 

the old school hip-hop culture of the 1980s 

and 1990s, and the indie rock and 

hipster subcultures.



Auto-Tune became popular by mid-2007, with 

R&B artist T-Pain starting the craze. 
https://youtu.be/_wmD3M-BfVo

Auto-Tune was popular in the earlier part of the 

decade as well (primarily in 2000 and 2001), but 

then only called "synthesizer" and it was used 

casually as just an effect than a major 

replacement of the standard human voice. Artists 

such as Daft Punk, Eiffel 65, *NSYNC, 98 

Degrees, Willa Ford, and even Faith Hill have 

used Auto-Tune in their songs. It was first known 

as the "Cher effect" since it was used in the song 

"Believe" by Cher in 1998.

https://youtu.be/_wmD3M-BfVo


18. "Independent Women Part I" - Destiny's Child https://youtu.be/0lPQZni7I18

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: November 18, 2000

http://www.billboard.com/artist/300824/destinys-child/chart
https://youtu.be/0lPQZni7I18


The Black Eyed Peas began utilizing Auto-

Tune and electropop–dance in their most 

successful album to date, The E.N.D., 

which spawned five top ten hit singles: 

"Boom Boom Pow", "I Gotta Feeling", 

"Meet Me Halfway", "Imma Be", and 

"Rock That Body". Due to hip hop's 

increased moulding with pop music, some, 

such as rapper Nas have declared the 

death of the genre.



Pop rock

In the early 2000s, there was an astounding 

resurgence of interest in pop rock and power pop. 

This was kickstarted in the year 2000 with the 

success of Blink-182's song "All the Small 

Things"  https://youtu.be/xfBc8-3vYUQ

and Nine Days's song "Absolutely (Story of a 

Girl)", both of which peaked at #6 on the 

Billboard Hot 100. The trend kicked off the brief 

musical careers of Ryan Cabrera, Ashley Parker 

Angel, Teddy Geiger, Evan and Jaron, The Click 

Five, Jet, and Snow Patrol throughout the early 

and mid 2000s. 

https://youtu.be/xfBc8-3vYUQ


This also paved the way for a second 

wave of pop punk bands such as Good 

Charlotte, New Found Glory, and Sum 

41, who made use of humor in their 

videos and had a radio-friendly tone to 

their music, while retaining the speed, 

attitude and even the look of 1970s 

punk.



Later pop-punk bands such as Simple 

Plan, The All-American Rejects 

https://youtu.be/XleOkGsYgO8 and Fall Out 

Boy had a sound that had been described as 

closer to late 1970s and early 1980s 

hardcore, with similarities to the band Cheap 

Trick, while still achieving considerable 

commercial success. In addition, some of the 

most successful pop-punk bands of the 

1990s, such as Green Day, Blink-

182, Weezer and The Offspring continued 

their success during the early 2000s.

https://youtu.be/XleOkGsYgO8


In the early 2000s the power pop and pop 

rock trend also spread to female 

musicians. Michelle Branch became 

successful in 2001 with her song 

"Everywhere". https://youtu.be/HLCasyAh7ic

Her success continued with her second 

album singles "Are You Happy Now? and 

"Breathe". Kelly Clarkson was also 

another prominent female artist of this 

movement, rivaling the success of Avril 

Lavigne. 

https://youtu.be/HLCasyAh7ic


The first winner on the hit reality TV show 

"American Idol", Clarkson started off her 

musical career with Contemporary R&B hit 

songs such as "A Moment Like This" and 

"Miss Independent" and catapulted to 

cultural icon status in the mid 2000s with 

aggressive songs such as "Since U Been 

Gone" and "Behind These Hazel Eyes". 

https://youtu.be/R7UrFYvl5TE

https://youtu.be/R7UrFYvl5TE


Clarkson strayed away from this sound 

in the late 2000s, but continued to make 

pop rock hits. Other female pop rock 

and power pop artists who experienced 

Top 40 success in the 2000s 

included Alanis Morissette, Liz 

Phair, Ashlee Simpson, and Stacy 

Orrico.



17. "Bleeding Love" - Leona Lewis https://youtu.be/Vzo-EL_62fQ

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: April 5, 2008

http://www.billboard.com/artist/306997/leona-lewis/chart
https://youtu.be/Vzo-EL_62fQ


Pop punk

After the breakthrough of punk rock in the 

1990s, by the 2000s the genre had evolved 

more into pop punk due to major label 

records taking interest and signing on bands 

such as Blink-182. Green Day kick-started 

the 2000s with the release of their sixth 

studio album Warning in 2000 to lukewarm 

success. 



The following year, Blink-182 released their 

fourth studio album Take Off Your Pants 

And Jacket in 2001 which went on to sell 14 

million copies worldwide. It was a 

commercial and critical success, debuting at 

number one on the Billboard 200 within its 

first week of release and securing the status 

of the pop punk trio as one of biggest bands 

of the genre. 



Also in that year, Canadian band Sum 41 released 

their debut album All Killer No Filler, which went 

platinum in the United States. The second-wave 

bands dominated the pop punk genre in the early 

years with bands like Good Charlotte, New Found 

Glory, Simple Plan and Sum 41 receiving platinum 

status and gaining a large fan bases worldwide. In 

2002, Avril Lavigne became popular in the pop 

punk scene thanks to her pop punk based sound, 

and was arguably the most prominent artist to take 

this new direction in pop music, with hits such as 

"Complicated" and "Sk8er Boi". 

https://youtu.be/TIy3n2b7V9k

https://youtu.be/TIy3n2b7V9k


In 2003, Blink-182 released their untitled 

album blink-182, which demonstrated a 

darker and more mature tone than previous 

albums. This was mainly due to the side-

project Box Car Racer. Even so, the album 

was yet another commercial and critical 

success. It was to be their last album 

released before taking an indefinite hiatus in 

2005. The band would reunite four years 

later. 



After their 1994 breakthrough, Green Day's 

fame was fading, mainly due to rising 

popularity of other bands like Good 

Charlotte and Sum 41. Realizing this, they 

retreated to the studio and produced their 

seventh studio album American 

Idiot released in 2004. It saw a significant 

sales boost, selling 14 million copies 

worldwide. Fall Out Boy's From Under The 

Cork Tree gained commercial success in 

2005 and put the band on the pop punk map. 



The last successful pop punk album of the 

decade was Green Day's eighth studio 

album 21st Century Breakdown released in 

2009 which achieved their best chart 

performance to date by reaching number one 

on the album charts of various countries, 

including the United States Billboard 200, 

the European Top 100 Albums, and 

the United Kingdom Albums Chart.



Post-grunge

Post-grunge continued to be popular in the 2000s, 

with the genre reaching its peak in the early years of 

the decade. Artists include Foo Fighters, Creed, 

Nickelback, Lifehouse, 3 Doors Down, Puddle of 

Mudd, Switchfoot, Silverchair, Shinedown, Staind, 

and Daughtry. These bands took post-grunge into 

the 21st century with considerable commercial 

success, at times abandoning the angst and anger 

of the original movement for more conventional 

anthems, narratives, ballads and romantic 

songs.



16. "Whatever You Like" - T.I. https://youtu.be/nQJACVmankY

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: September 6, 2008

http://www.billboard.com/artist/277486/ti/chart
https://youtu.be/nQJACVmankY


Nu metal

During the early 2000s, a new wave of metal began 

with interest in the newly emerging genre nu 

metal and genres of a similar style such as rap 

metal and the later mainstream success rap rock. 

The popularity of nu metal music carried over from 

the late 1990s, where it was introduced by early 

work from bands such as Korn, Deftones, Limp 

Bizkit, and Slipknot into the early 2000s with the 

similar genre, rap rock, bringing in a wave of 

monster-hit artists such as System of a 

Down, Evanescence, Staind, Papa Roach, 

and Disturbed. https://youtu.be/3YxaaGgTQYM

https://youtu.be/3YxaaGgTQYM


The success of Korn's third studio 

album, Follow The Leader, brought nu metal 

to the mainstream. Linkin Park's debut 

album Hybrid Theory, released in 2000, sold 

over 24 million copies worldwide. In 2004, nu 

metal lost popularity. Since then, many bands 

have changed to other genres of music, such 

as post-grunge (Staind), heavy 

metal (Slipknot, Disturbed, Drowning Pool) 

and alternative rock (Linkin Park, Papa 

Roach).



Metalcore

By 2004, the up-and-coming genre metalcore was 

dominated by bands such as Killswitch 

Engage, Underoath, Bullet for My Valentine, 

Trivium, and most successfully Avenged 

Sevenfold, all of whom releasing successful 

albums. The rise of metalcore led to increased 

popularity and exposure of nearly every other 

subgenre of heavy metal including death 

metal, black metal, and thrash. In 2002, heavy 

metal saw a new subgenre called deathcore, 

which would gain moderate success from 2005 to 

present day.



Hard rock/Heavy metal

AC/DC released Stiff Upper Lip in 2000 and Black 

Ice in 2008. Guns N' Roses released the long-

awaited Chinese Democracy in 2008 after over a 

decade of work by Axl Rose. Metallica released 

two albums in the 2000s, St. Anger in 2003 

and Death Magnetic in 2008. Aerosmith released 

the platinum-selling Just Push Play in 2001 

followed by the blues-infused Honkin' on Bobo in 

2004; the band also toured every year of the 

decade except 2008.



Bon Jovi released five albums during the 

decade: Crush (2000), Bounce (2002), Have 

a Nice Day (2005), Lost Highway (2007), 

and The Circle (2009). Crush fared best, 

going double platinum, and spawning the hit 

"It's My Life", while Have a Nice Day and 

Lost Highway also launched Top 40 singles, 

went platinum, and saw the band mix hard 

rock with country. 

https://youtu.be/vx2u5uUu3DE

https://youtu.be/vx2u5uUu3DE


Bon Jovi's Lost Highway Tour was the 

highest-grossing tour of 2008. Def 

Leppard released 2 studio, 2 

compilations and 1 cover album in the 

2000s. Scorpions released 2 

albums. System of a Down rose to 

popularity with their breakthrough 

album Toxicity in 2001 and would go on 

to sell 40 million albums by the end of 

the decade.



Emo

Emo broke into mainstream culture in the 

early 2000s with the platinum-selling success 

of Jimmy Eat World's “Bleed American”. 

The new emo had a far greater appeal 

amongst adolescents than its earlier 

incarnations. At the same time, use of the 

term "emo" expanded beyond the music 

world, becoming associated with fashion, 

hairstyle, and other aesthetic attributes of 

culture.



15. "U Got It Bad" - Usher https://youtu.be/o3IWTfcks4k

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: December 15, 2001

http://www.billboard.com/artist/430708/usher/chart
https://youtu.be/o3IWTfcks4k


Later in the decade, the term 'emo' was 

applied by critics and journalists to a variety 

of artists, including multi-platinum acts such 

as Fall Out Boy and My Chemical 

Romance and disparate groups such 

as Paramore and Panic! at the Disco, even 

when they protest the label. Despite its 

success, the emo genre never quite 

surpassed post-grunge in popularity during 

the 2000s.



Garage rock, post-punk and new wave revival

In the early 2000s, a new group of bands emerged 

into the mainstream which drew primary inspiration 

from post-punk and new wave and were variously 

characterised as part of a garage rock, post-

punk or new wave revival. Because the bands 

came from across the globe, cited diverse 

influences (from traditional blues, through new 

wave to grunge), and adopted differing styles of 

dress, their unity as a genre has been disputed.



There had been attempts to revive garage 

rock and elements of punk in the 1980s and 

1990s and by 2000 scenes had grown up in 

several countries. The Detroit rock scene 

included The Von Bondies, Electric Six, The 

Dirtbombs and The Detroit Cobras and that of 

New York which included Radio 4, Yeah Yeah 

Yeahs and The Rapture.



Social networking sites such as MySpace and

Purevolume enabled amateur artists to 

promote their music, and thanks to the 

internet, many underground unsigned artists 

become discovered and well-known amongst 

alternative subcultures. The revival hit a peak 

in 2003–04.  Franz Ferdinand from Scotland, 

also became popular with their debut album in 

2004. Though drawing on an indie sound, 

none of the groups were derivative in a way 

that could be described as retro.



In 2004, Las Vegas-based alternative 

rock band The Killers released their 

successful debut album Hot Fuss, 

spawning hits like "Mr. Brightside" and 

"All These Things That I've Done". New 

York-based act The Bravery became 

popular the following year.



Three of the most successful bands from these 

scenes were The Strokes, who emerged from 

the New York club scene with their début 

album Is This It (2001); and The White Stripes, 

from Detroit, with their third album White Blood 

Cells (2001). They were christened by the media 

as the "The" bands, and dubbed "The saviours 

of rock 'n' roll", because of their connections with 

the indie rock underground, leading to 

accusations of hype. 



Other popular "The" bands were The Hives, The 

Vines, and The Darkness; as well as Jet, whose 

2003 smash-hit "Are You Gonna Be My Girl" 

https://youtu.be/tuK6n2Lkza0

catupulted to the top of the charts and was 

frequently used in commercials primarily for music 

products such as the Apple iPod. Canadian punk 

band, Sum 41 poked fun at the start of the "The" 

band craze in their music video for "Still Waiting" in 

2003 off the album Does This Look 

Infected? (2002). Will Sasso makes a cameo in the 

video, coining the band as "The Sums".

https://youtu.be/tuK6n2Lkza0


14. "Maria Maria" - Santana Featuring The Product G&B

https://youtu.be/nPLV7lGbmT4

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: April 8, 2000

http://www.billboard.com/artist/278142/santana/chart
http://www.billboard.com/artist/418893/product-gb/chart
https://youtu.be/nPLV7lGbmT4


Indie rock

During the mid-2000s, bands such as Modest 

Mouse, Death Cab for Cutie and Arcade Fire 

released indie rock albums that broke into the 

mainstream and gave indie rock recognition. The 

late 2000s also saw more indie rock bands such 

as Wilco, The Decemberists, The White Stripes, The 

Strokes, Animal Collective, Bright Eyes, She & 

Him, Feist, Cat Power, Grizzly Bear, Arcade Fire, The 

Shins and Vampire Weekend gain popularity around 

the world, including in the United States, thanks to 

the rise of independent internet music blogs



The rising popularity of Internet radio also 

contributed to high album sales for Indie 

rock bands, despite little to no 

mainstream radio play. By the end of the 

decade several of these bands released 

albums that topped the Billboard 200. This 

trend has been viewed as heralding a new 

era for rock in the wake of an era of pop 

dominance by the likes of Lady Gaga, 

and Katy Perry.



Pop

Teen pop continued to be an extremely 

popular genre in the early 2000s with 

success of teenage pop singers Britney 

Spears and Christina Aguilera. Spears' 

"Oops!...I Did It Again" and Aguilera's "Come 

On Over Baby (All I Want Is You)" became 

huge hits in the year 2000. By 2001, 

however, the teen-pop trend dissolved 

dramatically due to modern R&B and hip-

hop influenced music that later dominated 

throughout the middle of the decade. 



Boy bands maintained their popularity 

during the beginning of the decade, but 

their popularity also faded after 9/11, with 

the exception of Backstreet Boys, who 

continued their popularity post-2005, (after 

a short hiatus between 2002 and 2004). As 

the typical "boy band" sound was no longer 

mainstream, they began to transition to 

more of an adult contemporary, soft-rock 

and ballad styles of music for the remainder 

of the decade.



By 2002, records by boy bands were 

very sparse on the Billboard Hot 100, 

and some members of boy bands left to 

pursue other projects and solo 

endeavors, such as Jesse McCartney 

from Dream Street and most 

successfully Justin Timberlake from 'N 

Sync, whose foray into Blue-eyed 

soul R&B/Pop spawned a successful 

solo career. 



A new strain of boy bands, such as V Factory, 

Varsity Fanclub, Click 5ive, NLT, and the Jonas 

Brothers, emerged at the end of the decade, but this 

new generation of boy bands did not reach the 

glamor and success of those of the 1990s and early 

2000s. Girl groups maintained a steady popularity 

through the 2000s, with groups such as Destiny's 

Child (which disbanded in 2005) setting the fuel for 

the most successful girl group of the decade, 

the Pussycat Dolls (2003–10). Other girl groups 

included Danity Kane (2005–09) and Sugababes.



13. "Big Girls Don't Cry" - Fergie https://youtu.be/agrXgrAgQ0U

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: September 8, 2007

http://www.billboard.com/artist/302083/fergie/chart
https://youtu.be/agrXgrAgQ0U


Pop rock artist Pink released her debut 

album Can't Take Me Home in 2000, 

including "Get the Party Started", and 

later, her I'm Not Dead album in which 

features "Stupid Girls" 

https://youtu.be/BR4yQFZK9YM

and "Who Knew". Her following album,  

Funhouse, released in 2008 also 

included "So What" and "Sober".

https://youtu.be/BR4yQFZK9YM


Singer Anastacia sold over 25 million 

albums during the 2000s and achieved 

worldwide commercial success with singles 

such as "Not That Kind", "I'm Outta Love", 

"Paid My Dues", One Day in Your Life and 

"Left Outside Alone". She was highly 

successful in Europe, Australia, New 

Zealand, Asia, South Africa and South 

America, but had only minor success in her 

native United States. She is one of the 

fastest and biggest-selling artists of the new 

millennium.



In 2001, triple-threat entertainer Jennifer 

Lopez debuted at number one on the U.S. 

Billboard 200 and the Top R&B/Hip-Hop 

Albums chart with her J.Lo album and in 

addition her film, The Wedding Planner, 

opened at number one at the box office at 

the same time making her the first actress 

and singer in history to have both a film 

and an album at number one in the same 

week.



Artists such as Janet Jackson, Anastacia, Kylie 

Minogue, Mariah Carey, and Nelly Furtado 

experienced revived success. Justin Timberlake 

shot to stardom with his debut solo album, 

Justified (2002). In 2005, Cher ended her 3-year-

long "Farewell Tour" which became the highest 

grossing female and solo tour at that time. 

Madonna enjoyed success throughout the decade. 

Her albums Music (2000) and Confessions on a 

Dance Floor (2005) are among the best-selling of 

the decade. Both were universally acclaimed by 

critics. The first was also nominated for 5 Grammy 

Awards while the second won one. 



Madonna also had four highly successful 

tours in the 2000s. The Re-Invention Tour 

which grossed $125 million in just 56 shows 

making it the highest grossing of 2004, The 

Confessions Tour went on to gross over 

$190 million in 60 shows becoming the 

highest grossing tour by a female ever. Her 

final tour in 2008/09 was Sticky and Sweet 

Tour which become the highest grossing 

female tour and the highest grossing solo 

tour of all-time making $408 million in 85 

shows.



Justin Timberlake released his 

sophomore studio album 

FutureSex/LoveSounds in 2006, 

producing the chart-topping singles 

"SexyBack", "My Love", and "What 

Goes Around... Comes Around", 

and winning four Grammy 

Awards for the record.



12. "Family Affair" - Mary J. Blige https://youtu.be/znlFu_lemsU

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: November 3, 2001

http://www.billboard.com/artist/309851/mary-j-blige/chart
https://youtu.be/znlFu_lemsU


Lady Gaga took the later part of the decade 

by storm and revived the electronic 

influence of pop music that had not been 

prominent since 2000. Her debut 

album, The Fame (2008), reached number-

one in Canada, Austria, Germany, United 

Kingdom and Ireland and topped 

the Billboard Top Electronic Albums chart. 

Its first two singles, "Just Dance" and 

"Poker Face", became international 

number-one hits, topping the Hot 100 in the 

United States as well as other countries.



The album later earned a total of 

six Grammy Award nominations and 

won awards for Best Electronic/Dance 

Album and Best Dance Recording. By 

the fourth quarter of 2009 she had 

released her second studio album The 

Fame Monster, with the global chart-

topping lead single "Bad Romance".

https://youtu.be/qrO4YZeyl0I

https://youtu.be/qrO4YZeyl0I


In 2001 Michael Jackson, one of popular 

music's most successful artists of all-times, 

released his final studio album Invincible, 

though it did not receive a lot of exposure 

compared to previous releases. Michael 

Jackson died in June 2009, creating 

the largest public mourning since 

the death of Diana, Princess of Wales in 

1997.



Children's music rose significantly in sales, 

especially with Disney (The Cheetah Girls, High 

School Musical, Hannah Montana: The Movie, 

and The Jonas Brothers among others). All The 

Cheetah Girls, High School Musical and Hannah 

Montana albums were among the best-sellers of 

2006 and 2007 and reached the number 1 

position. Many artists produced by Disney in the 

2000s, including The Cheetah Girls, Hilary 

Duff, Miley Cyrus, Demi Lovato, Jonas 

Brothers, Raven-Symoné, were among the best-

selling artists of the decade.



The musical style of the 1980s influenced pop 

music to some extent in the later stages of the 

decade, especially around late 2009, as seen 

in Rihanna's hit "SOS" (a sampling of Soft Cell's 

"Tainted Love"), Lumidee's "She's Like The Wind" 

and Flo Rida's "Right Round", a reworking of 

the Dead or Alive hit "You Spin Me Right Round". 

Other hits include Aaron Carter's cover of Bow 

Wow Wow's "I Want Candy", and Britney Spears' 

covers of "My Prerogative" and "I Love Rock 'n' 

Roll". Pop rock groups such as Metro Station and 

Owl City also displayed 1980s influences. 
https://youtu.be/tLPpGKKV3s4

https://youtu.be/KQ0g5Wre3Dc?list=RDKQ0g5Wre3Dc

https://youtu.be/tLPpGKKV3s4
https://youtu.be/KQ0g5Wre3Dc?list=RDKQ0g5Wre3Dc


Beyoncé's hit "Sweet Dreams" was not a 

direct sampling of an 1980s pop hit but Anne 

Hagerty of Billboard magazine was quoted 

saying, "this track will fit right on a Michael 

Jackson or Madonna instrumental." Alien 

Ant Farm successfully covered Michael 

Jackson's "Smooth Criminal", and Fall Out 

Boy came out with their own cover of "Beat 

It", later on. Bowling for Soup also had a hit 

with "1985", a nostalgic ode to the 1980s.



11. "Dilemma" - Nelly Featuring Kelly Rowland https://youtu.be/8WYHDfJDPDc

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: August 17, 2002

http://www.billboard.com/artist/312110/nelly/chart
http://www.billboard.com/artist/305688/kelly-rowland/chart
https://youtu.be/8WYHDfJDPDc


1980s pop star Cyndi Lauper released 

several albums, experimenting with 

different styles, like adult contemporary, 

pop, pop rock, electronic music 

and blues. These were critically 

acclaimed and received several 

nominations for Grammy Award, and 

Lauper saw significant sales throughout 

the decade.



Adult contemporary

The radio format called Adult contemporary music 

(primarily "soft rock" or "lite-rock"), began to 

somewhat decrease in popularity starting in the late 

1990s (due to the increasing popularity of Top 40 

music) into January 2000 until September 11, 2001. 

After the 9/11 tragedy, popularity for Adult 

Contemporary Music (as well as Contemporary 

Christian Music crossovers) increased tri-fold during 

the grieving process, when the 25–44 Conservative 

Female Demographic favored listening to songs with 

appropriate, positive and uplifting lyrics

containing love and hope. 



Upon the eventual return to normalcy after 9/11, 

the popularity of Adult Contemporary music held 

steady until about 2003, when Billboard began to 

change their chart formats. This led to Adult 

Contemporary stations to program their music 

"not-as-soft" or "cheesy" as they used to, and 

ended up substituting the words "soft-rock" with 

"lite-rock", which has a more modern-edged 

connotation. Yet, AC stations remained careful to 

not cross the Adult Top 40 format line. Because of 

all these changes, AC Stations slowly increased 

in popularity.



In the late 2000s, artists 

like Coldplay, Daughtry and Gavin 

Rossdale were finding more 

success crossing over onto the 

Adult Contemporary charts.



On the female side, artists like Sara 

Bareilles, Colbie Caillat, Diana Krall, Norah 

Jones, Kelly Clarkson, and Alicia Keys continued to 

find crossover success on the Adult Contemporary 

charts as well. AC veterans such as Celine 

Dion, Rod Stewart, Phil Collins, The Eagles, Cyndi 

Lauper, Alanis Morissette and Sheryl Crow 

continued to release music only on the Adult 

Contemporary formats. 



There are three songs which experienced 

longevity atop the chart, "Love Song" by 

Sara Bareilles, https://youtu.be/qi7Yh16dA0w "Bubbly" 

by Colbie Caillat, https://youtu.be/AWGqoCNbsvM and 

"Breakaway" from Kelly Clarkson spent 20 

weeks atop the charts.

https://youtu.be/qi7Yh16dA0w
https://youtu.be/AWGqoCNbsvM


Alicia Keys is considered the most successful 

R&B singer of the decade with 30 million records 

sold worldwide. Keys scored hits in the U.S. 

charts with seven songs on the Hot R&B/Hip-Hop 

Songs and four songs on the Billboard 100. 

https://youtu.be/rywUS-ohqeE

She shares a record with Britney Spears, being 

the only two female singers to have their first four 

albums debuting in first place in the Billboard Hot 

200 chart. Beyoncé would become the third 

female singer to accomplish this feat in 2011.

https://youtu.be/rywUS-ohqeE


10. "Apologize"-Timbaland Featuring OneRepublic

https://youtu.be/ZSM3w1v-A_Y

Hot 100 Peak Position: 2, Peak Date: November 10, 2007

http://www.billboard.com/artist/429956/timbaland/chart
http://www.billboard.com/artist/314580/onerepublic/chart
https://youtu.be/ZSM3w1v-A_Y


Norah Jones is considered the greatest Jazz 

singer of the decade with 37 million records 

worldwide. She broke worldwide in 2003, a year 

after releasing her debut album Come Away With 

Me with 10 million copies sold in United States of 

America and 20 million sold worldwide. 

https://youtu.be/lbjZPFBD6JU

https://youtu.be/lbjZPFBD6JU


Jones continued her success with her 

second album becoming the biggest selling 

album in one week with 1,900,000 million 

copies sold, going on to release two more 

bestselling albums in the 2000s, and having 

3 albums debut in the Billboard 200 and 

winning eight Grammys with her debut 

album and 12 Grammys in total during the 

decade.



Contemporary R&B

The continued popularity of contemporary R&B was 

seen during this decade in the global success of 

established artists such as Beyoncé with the help 

of Destiny's Child, Mariah Carey, Jennifer 

Lopez, Mary J. Blige and Usher, whose careers 

began in the 1990s and continued in the dawn of the 

new millennium. The year 2001, in particular its 

summer, has been described as a golden age for 

contemporary R&B and urban soul music, with 

artists such as Janet Jackson, Mariah 

Carey and Destiny's Child, who paved the way 

for Alicia Keys, Blu Cantrell, and the revival 

of Aaliyah.



Janet Jackson was awarded the American Music 

Awards' Award of Merit in March 2001 for "her finely 

crafted, critically acclaimed and socially conscious, 

multi-platinum albums." She became the inaugural 

honoree of the "mtvICON" award, "an annual 

recognition of artists who have made significant 

contributions to music, music video and pop culture 

while tremendously impacting the MTV 

generation." Jackson's seventh album, All for You, 

was released in April 2001, debuting at number one 

on the Billboard 200.



Selling 605,000 copies, All for You had the 

highest first-week sales total of her 

career. Stephen Thomas Erlewine of 

Allmusic stated "Jackson has created a 

record that's luxurious and sensual, 

spreading leisurely over its 70 minutes, luring 

you in even when you know better", and Jon 

Pareles of The New York Times commented, 

"as other rhythm and blues strips down to 

match the angularity of hip-hop, Ms. Jackson 

luxuriates in textures as dizzying as a new 

infatuation."



The album's title-track, "All for You", debuted on the 

Hot 100 at number fourteen, the highest debut ever 

for a single that was not commercially 

available. Teri VanHorn of MTV dubbed Jackson 

"Queen of Radio" as the single made radio airplay 

history, "being added to every pop, rhythmic and 

urban radio station that reports to the national trade 

magazine Radio & Records" in its first week. The 

single peaked at number one, where it topped the 

Hot 100 for seven weeks. It received the 2001 

Grammy Award for Best Dance Recording.



9. "Gold Digger" - Kanye West Featuring Jamie Foxx

https://youtu.be/6vwNcNOTVzY

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: September 17, 2005

http://www.billboard.com/artist/276709/kanye-west/chart
http://www.billboard.com/artist/304140/jamie-foxx/chart
https://youtu.be/6vwNcNOTVzY


The second single, "Someone to Call 

My Lover", which contained a heavy 

guitar loop of America's "Ventura 

Highway", peaked at number three on 

the Hot 100. All for You was certified 

double platinum by the RIAA and sold 

more than nine million copies 

worldwide.



Beyoncé was ranked the 4th Artist of the 

2000s decade by Billboard, and was listed 

the most successful female artist of the 

2000s, as well as the top radio artist of the 

2000s. The Recording Industry Association 

of America (RIAA), also recognized Knowles 

as the top certified artist of the 2000s. As 

of 2014, Knowles has sold more than 

13 million albums and 30 million singles in 

the United States.



Beyoncé, Michelle Williams and Kelly 

Rowland, better known as Destiny's Child is 

the most successful female R&B group of all 

time, selling over 50 million records 

worldwide during the 2000s. The group has 

many chart topping singles worldwide, such 

as "Survivor", "Say My Name", "Bootylicious", 

"Independent Women Part 1" and "Jumpin' 

Jumpin'".



Other emerging acts from the early 

2000s include Ashanti, Rihanna, 

Trey Songz, Ne-Yo, Chris Brown, 

Bobby V, Keyshia Cole, Pretty 

Ricky, B2K, Jaheim, Musiq 

Soulchild, Rueben Studdard, 

Fantasia, and Ciara.



Singer Mary J. Blige topped the Billboard Hot 100 

in 2001 with her smash single, “Family Affair”, 

taken from hit album No More Drama. She scored 

a big hit with, "Be Without You", which peaked at 

#3 on the Hot 100. During the 2000s decade, 

Mary released five platinum albums. Billboard 

Magazine ranked Blige as the most successful 

female R&B artist of the past 25 years. The 

magazine also lists "Be Without You" as the top 

R&B song of the 2000s, as it spent an 

unparalleled 15 weeks atop the Hot R&B/Hip-Hop 

Songs chart.



R&B artist Robin Thicke topped the 

R&B Charts with his hit single "Lost 

Without U". He was the first white artist 

to top these charts since George 

Michael. His album The Evolution of 

Robin Thicke went on to be certified 

platinum by the RIAA.



Musical artist Usher was named the 

number one Hot 100 artist of the 2000s 

decade and Billboard named him the 

second most successful artist of the 2000s 

decade. Usher released the album 

Confessions which went on to become the 

best-selling album of 2004 and the second 

best-selling album of the 2000s. He also 

had the overall total most number #1 

singles of the decade with 7 going top of 

the chart. Confessions is now certified 

Diamond by the RIAA.



8. "Let Me Love You" - Mario https://youtu.be/H64QG4UsrGI

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: January 1, 2005

http://www.billboard.com/artist/309462/mario/chart
https://youtu.be/H64QG4UsrGI


Electronic Music

Disco house and funky house, popular 

in the late 1990s, continued to be 

successful through to the mid-2000s, 

before the sound of electro 

house developed around 2006. The 

electro sound began to merge with 

other genres such as Hip Hop as the 

decade drew to a close.



In 2007 and later, dance music started gaining popularity in 

North America with dance-pop hits by artists such as the 

pop singer Rihanna's song "Don't Stop the Music" and 

"Disturbia". Hilary Duff in her album Dignity has changed 

her style from pop rock to the more contemporary 

electropop, to go with the current trends. In 2008 and 

2009 electropop and Nu-disco make an increase in 

popularity in North America and replaced hip-hop and R&B 

as the dominant genres of music with artists such 

as Britney Spears, Beyoncé, and Lady Gaga bringing this 

style to great popularity towards the end of the decade with 

their hits such as Britney's "Womanizer", Beyonce's Single 

Ladies (Put a Ring on It) and Gaga's Poker Face. 



The first traces of electropop has taken place in 

late 2006 with artists such as hellogoodbye 

and Timbaland. Furthermore, Madonna's singles 

such as "Hung Up" (#1 in 45 countries) and "4 

Minutes" (#1 in 32 countries) become huge dance 

hits. Pop duo Aly & A.J. explored electropop and 

1980s new wave influences in their second album 

"Insomniatic". https://youtu.be/bqpA5Acc8-c

In addition, some of the most 

successful Electronica American artists and DJs in 

the 1990s, such as Moby and The Crystal Method, 

also continued their success during the 2000s.

https://youtu.be/bqpA5Acc8-c


Rock

Following after the success of Radiohead and The Verve in 

the 1990s, Post-Britpop act Coldplay saw major success in 

European album charts during the decade. British Indie 

rock and indie pop returned to popularity in the mid-late 

2000s with artists such as Arctic Monkeys, Franz 

Ferdinand, Belle and Sebastian, Amy Winehouse, The 

Libertines, Editors, Kate Nash, Florence And The Machine, 

and The Ting Tings achieving substantial chart success. 

Post punk bands such as Bloc Party, Foals and Editors also 

saw some popularity. Britpop act Oasis also remained 

popular in the 2000s (decade), spawning four number one 

albums in the UK until the disbandment of the group in 

autumn 2009.



U2 continued their popularity into the 

2000s, releasing three critically 

acclaimed albums, and were credited 

with influencing many prominent acts 

of the decade such as Coldplay 

and Muse.



In the early and mid-2000s, British Indie rock groups 

such as The Libertines, Arctic Monkeys, Bloc 

Party and Kaiser Chiefs witnessed commercial and 

chart success not seen by guitar music since 

Britpop in the 1990s. Indie music itself increased in 

popularity due to the increased commercialization of 

alternative, and major labels begin marketing indie 

bands with mainstream appeal. American indie/rock 

band The Killers also became very popular in Britain 

with their singles “Mr. Brightside”, “When You Were 

Young” and “Smile Like You Mean It”.



Radiohead enjoyed further success in the 

2000s, moving away from their experimental 

sound of the Kid A/Amnesiac era to a more 

"typical" Alternative rock sound. 

Coldplay also enjoyed success with four 

number one albums and a U.S. No. 1 single 

with Viva la Vida, the first English band to do 

so since The Beatles. Muse saw a similar 

level of commercial acclaim, with the rock trio 

releasing three chart-topping albums.



7. "Boom Boom Pow" - The Black Eyed Peas

https://youtu.be/4m48GqaOz90

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: April 18, 2009

http://www.billboard.com/artist/385091/black-eyed-peas/chart
https://youtu.be/4m48GqaOz90


The late 2000s (entering into the early 2010s) saw 

the revival and influence of synthpop music, also 

known as 'new urban' pop. Notable acts 

include Hot Chip, Junior Boys, Little Boots and La 

Roux.

The era also saw solo success for singer-

songwriters, including David Gray, Dido, James 

Blunt, James Morrison, KT Tunstall and Amy 

Macdonald.



Hip hop

The eponymous debut album of Gorillaz, created 

by Damon Albarn in 2001, sold over seven million 

copies and earned them an entry in the Guinness 

Book of World Records as the Most Successful 

Virtual Band. https://youtu.be/UclCCFNG9q4

Grime, a distinctly British version of hip hop, 

became popular, with notable artists such 

as Dizzee Rascal and Tinchy Stryder achieving 

success.

https://youtu.be/UclCCFNG9q4


Pop

Girl groups Sugababes, Girls 

Aloud and t.A.T.u. spanned successful 

careers throughout most of the decade, 

while 1990s act Spice Girls announced their 

breakup in 2001 and later reformed in 

2007. S Club 7 broke up in 2003, after 5 

years of considerable chart success.



Irish singer Enya continued to 

enjoy steady success during the 

2000s; her 2000 album A Day 

Without Rain sold 15 million 

copies and she was named the 

world's best selling female artist of 

2001. 



Audience-voted reality talent shows 

became very popular with UK TV audiences 

in the 2000s. Such programs included 

Popstars, Pop Idol, Fame 

Academy and The X Factor, and many 

contestants progressed onto mainstream 

chart success. The Eurovision Song 

Contest also retained its important status 

within European music.



Soul

British soul in the 2000s was dominated by 

female singers, many of them white. Joss 

Stone, Natasha Bedingfield, Corinne Bailey 

Rae, Estelle, Amy Winehouse, Adele, 

and Duffy enjoyed success in the American 

charts, leading to talk of a "Third British 

Invasion", "Female Invasion" or "British soul 

invasion".



THE 2000S WAS THE 

WORST DECADE 
FOR MUSIC. EVER.



6. "No One" - Alicia Keys https://youtu.be/rywUS-ohqeE

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: December 1, 2007

http://www.billboard.com/artist/278600/alicia-keys/chart
https://youtu.be/rywUS-ohqeE


Let's look at some of the many ways the 

2000s tanked musically. Sure, we can look on 

the sunny side and find the silver lining - but 

those linings came with some very dark 

clouds that washed out the musical 

landscape. Based on input from the Songfacts 

Community, here's a consensus of what 

happened in the 2000s music scene that 

rubbed us the wrong way.



Auto-Tune

The scourge of music technology! The most hated development in 
music since disco, Auto-Tune is that digital process which "corrects" 
pitch in vocal and instrumental performances. Now anybody can 
"sing"! Actually, your voice gets partially replaced with a robot 
voice. And it sounds that way. The more off-key you are, the more 
the robot voice takes over. You can literally record your dog, run it 
through Auto-Tune, and have a barking, singing robot. Of course, 
the technology will become more fine-tuned and less noticeable 
over the decades to come, so that we'll all eventually be listening 
to seemingly-perfect vocals with nothing but cold machinery 
behind them, and actual human singing will become a feat no more 
remarkable than playing a chess computer to a draw.



American Idol and Guitar Hero

Harmless, right? After all, it's just plain good fun, isn't it? Well, 
sort of. Winners of American Idol and players of the Guitar Hero 
/ Rock Band series of video games start to think of themselves 
as musicians on the same level as professionals - and American 
Idol contestants get treated that way by the media, until the 
next season. Our beef is with the amateur-hour effect on music 
and the fact that more bands are making their music "Guitar-
Hero friendly," in the hopes of spreading their fame through the 
game. This causes the intricate solos to be replaced by Fisher-
Price 1-2-3-4 riffs that a toddler could play.



Network Decay

Speaking of television, have you noticed that all TV 
channels start out with a specific category of content, 
and then they all gradually mush into the same pot of 
cognitively impaired "reality" shows? So, MTV and 
VH1, as you expand from one to two to five channels, 
could you, I dunno, show just one music video? Like, 
per year? Just humor us on this.



Music Genres We're Sick Of

Grunge is the cockroach of rock; it does not evolve 
because it accidentally found the perfect survival strategy 
the first time, so now it only needs to worry about 
reproducing itself as fast as possible. Emo, nu-metal, and 
sludge are all pretty widely hated and yet adored by a tiny 
cult. Good rap and hip-hop are awesome, but... is there 
any left? They're losing steam. Seriously! Go out and shock 
people again, rap and hip-hop! House/dance/techno is 
disappearing up its own derivative backside. And, oh, 
country, pop, and gospel get picked on, but no different 
from any other decade. Goth is still stuck in Hot Topic, and 
the more goths complain about Hot Topic, the more we 
see shopping there.



Hipsters

Everybody hates hipsters, which is silly, because 
hipsterdom is based on hating yourself. We should 
be caging them with Juggalos and making them fight 
to their death, except they'd both enjoy it too much 
(for opposite reasons, of course).



The Old Guys are Still Popular

Think about that. Do you know why Ozzy, Iron 
Maiden, AC/DC, Red Hot Chili Peppers, and The Cure 
are still touring and finding a new generation of fans? 
It's because we haven't found a replacement yet! This 
is painful and embarrassing. We're going to end up 
with Ozzy hobbling out onto the stage (The Canceled 
Retirement Tour 2033) with a walker and a colostomy 
bag going, "You haven't found anybody to fill my 
shoes yet? I'm bloody tired!"



5. "How You Remind Me" - Nickelback https://youtu.be/p47CgsSz4dE

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: December 22, 2001

http://www.billboard.com/artist/312256/nickelback/chart
https://youtu.be/p47CgsSz4dE


The Good Really Did Die Young

Now, has anybody noticed how music in the 2000s 
felt as if something were eerily... missing? It's almost 
like we had a lost decade there, where culture 
should have moved forward. Like there's a hole. 
Well, here's your answer. Between AIDS and drugs, a 
whole generation of musical talent got wiped out. 
Here's a list of just some prominent prodigies of 
music who overdosed on heroin, and the ages they 
would be in 2010, had they not checked out:



Kurt Cobain, Nirvana (42)
Bradley Nowell, Sublime (41)
Sid Vicious, Sex Pistols (52)
Layne Staley, Alice in Chains (42)
Andrew Wood, Mother Love Bone (43)
Jonathan Melvoin, Smashing Pumpkins (48)
Bobby Sheehan, Blues Traveler (41)
Hillel Slovak, Red Hot Chili Peppers (47)



There's the hole! Each of these would 
most likely have had the peaks of their 
careers during the 2000s. Sure, others 
stepped in to fill their absence. But what 
could we have had, if they'd stuck 
around?



The Music Business Went to War with Music Fans

From the notorious Sony/BMG rootkit (which they will never live 
down, and rightly so) and other draconian DRM schemes, to the 
outrageous and frivolous lawsuits of the RIAA, an attempt was 
made by big business to enslave music itself. So much so, that 
musicians actually turned to distributing their content online -
even for free! Turning their back on the path to stardom and 
fame, because they, like the consumers, were tired of getting 
screwed and back-stabbed by the industry. Can you imagine that 
there was a time when you could just buy a record and play it for 
a houseful of friends, or make a mix tape of your favorite songs 
from your CD collection, and not fear being sued for millions and 
having your life ruined? That day must come again, if music is 
ever to draw a free breath.



Mixed Curses

Now, here's some developments that 
had a con to each pro:



The digital age, along with all its blessings, also kind 
of killed the album. Oh, yes, albums are still out there. 
But they're getting to be a rare expenditure. 
Remember (or ask grandpa if he remembers) the 
beauty of a gatefold double-album LP that came with 
a book of lyrics and awesome cover art and maybe 
graphics, photos, and other feelies? You're going to 
miss that more and more. A 99-cent single download 
to your iPod just doesn't feel the same. It's harder to 
wrap up 1s and 0s and give it to someone for 
Christmas.



4. "I Gotta Feeling" - The Black Eyed Peas https://youtu.be/StgojIH_Tl8

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: July 11, 2009

http://www.billboard.com/artist/385091/black-eyed-peas/chart
https://youtu.be/StgojIH_Tl8


MP3s became the default, most portable music file 
format... but come on, let's admit that it's also the 
lowest quality format you could have. Almost 
anything sounds better, and yes, now that we have 
fancy media players and better speakers, we can 
hear the difference.



The new digital distribution culture gave music freedom 
from industry - but at a price. That price is: "Have you 
heard (Deliberately Obscure Album Title) by Band You 
Never Knew Existed? It totally rocks!" Without the 
support network of big labels, studios, and radio 
networks, huge bands are coming and going out there 
with only a fraction of the population hearing about 
them. Add to that the massive improvements in 
technology so that now you can literally record in your 
garage and distribute over the Internet, and we have 
hundreds of start-up bands on our too-listen-to list that 
we may never discover. Indie music suffers the same 
problem as all indie media.



Bands Everybody Hates

By reading the comments on our forums, 
drawing Tarot cards and shaking tea 
leaves, we've compiled this list of artists 
almost universally hated by the people 
who pay attention. Of course, it's a 
subjective opinion.



Nickelback We don't even have to explain this one. And we aren't going to try. 
If you don't know this one, ask around. Exercise will do you good.

Britney Spears In the '90s, we only hated Spears because of her music. But in 
the '00s, we have more of the same music to hate her for, and in addition she 
also started to do a lot of talking, which made everyone hate her more.

Soulja Boy "Soulja Boy play Tic Tac TOOOOE, Soulja Boy rake with a HOOOOE, 
Soulja Boy done stub 'is TOOOOE, To the toilet got to GOOOO"

Fall Out Boy This is your music on Ritalin. Any questions? By the way, we have 
to mention their video for "I Don't Care" - because nothing says "bad boy who 
needs to be spanked and sent to bed without supper" like mimicking a street-
mime, showing your wilted little dinger on the street to disgusted ladies, and 
fighting an old man for his walker.



Backstreet Boys/ Nsync Haven't we been complaining about these guys since 
the Bronze Age? Why are they still here?

Miley Cyrus/ Jonas Brothers The next generation of the above entry, courtesy 
of that gorgon of American media that fouls all that it touches. We're talking 
about you, Mickey.



Performers Everybody Hates

As opposed to the perceived lack of talent in the above 
paragraphs, these are the artists people hate more for their off-
stage antics than on:

Lil' Wayne/ Kanye West We get that the goal of bad boy 
rappers isn't to make friends, but we can't find any socially 
redeeming qualities for these two no matter how hard we look. 
By the way, there's a famous meme here (started at an awards 
ceremony) that we am not invoking. You're welcome! No, don't 
say it! Stop that! Arrrrgh! We can hear you thinking it!



3. "Low" - Flo Rida Featuring T-Pain https://youtu.be/Df594xbEako

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: January 5, 2008

http://www.billboard.com/artist/302239/flo-rida/chart
http://www.billboard.com/artist/277474/t-pain/chart
https://youtu.be/Df594xbEako


Fred Durst He's the Limp Bizkit front-man. First there's the asinine 
attitude where he's constantly getting into fights with other nu-
metalers. Next, he claims to have gotten "nookie" from both Christina 
Aguilera and Britney Spears, who have both come forward to say that 
did not, in fact, happen. Now he secretly tapes himself having sex and 
posts it online without the woman's consent - gee, Fred, you wouldn't 
be insecure about anything, would you? Now add the legal charges -
assault, battery, reckless driving (hit two people), and making a criminal 
threat, for which an Orange County, California court gave him a slap on 
the wrist - and it becomes evident that he's just a rude, mean jerk. 
Remember what Bill Murray said about Mr. Peck towards the end 
of Ghostbusters? That's what we think must be Fred Durst's problem.

Metallica Oh, how the mighty have fallen! 1980s Metallica: Ass-kicking 
metal gods. 2000s Metallica: Wimpy, whining wet blankets.



Prince Another fallen mighty. Prince, the once-inventor of "the 
Minnesota sound," has now tumbled all the way to being an 
egomaniac jerk who throws hissy fits about what you call him, 
sues mommies for daring to use his music in the background 
when they post their baby dancing to it on YouTube, and has 
become quite pushy about his new religion.

Lady Gaga We're going to reserve a spot here. She's kind of new 
on the scene, give her time. But lots of people seem not to like 
her already. Yeah, she's parading around in goofball costumes 
that look like she rolled in glue, sprinted through Toys-R-Us, and 
wore whatever stuck. Yes, she's been over-provocative. But 
what do you want? She's a pop diva! Would you show up at a 
Motorhead concert and complain because it's too loud?



ROCK TODAY: THE PERSISTENCE OF AN IDEA

Since the time of Seventies Fragmentation, Rock and Roll culture 

has continued to drift from the high point in the 1960s when a 

deep mixing between audiences allowed for racial and social 

crosscurrents that were unusual for any time. Though Hip Hop 

has become the most significant force in popular music of the last 

thirty years and regularly has a massive white audience, it has 

never been the bridge music that Soul was at one time--even if 

Hip Hop has done a tremendous amount as regards creating 

situations of racial mixing that far exceed the norm in this often 

racially-divided country. But Soul music's situation remains 

something toward which music can still aspire.



For its part, Country has seen moments in which it 

crossed over as a major force in Pop, with acts like 

Garth Brooks, Faith Hill, and Carrie Underwood--in that 

order--becoming major crossover stars but also 

recording music that looks less and less like the Country 

that had, for so long, been associated with Nashville. 

Occasional movements to return-to-the-roots do come 

along, as they are presently in the Americana 

movement, but such phases have not had a big effect 

on mainstream Country.



Rock itself has been witness to something that 

would have surprised, even shocked anyone who 

was paying attention to the music in the 1960s. The 

Rolling Stones, Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, the 

Beach Boys, the Who, and many more acts from the 

Renaissance period of Rock and Roll, are still 

touring. In their sixties and even seventies, the 

members of these groups are often selling a 

remarkable number of tickets



2. "Yeah!" - Usher Featuring Lil Jon & Ludacris https://youtu.be/GxBSyx85Kp8

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: February 28, 2004

http://www.billboard.com/artist/430708/usher/chart
http://www.billboard.com/artist/307236/lil-jon/chart
http://www.billboard.com/artist/308504/ludacris/chart
https://youtu.be/GxBSyx85Kp8


For someone who complains of what has happened as 

television shows like American Idol generate the next 

class of big artists, it's often more "authentic" to see an 

act in their late sixties playing instruments and singing 

songs from the past than it is watching such 

programming. But there's no common agreement. One 

thing is for certain, though, Rock and Roll, in the hands 

of groups like The White Stripes and The Black Keys, 

and in the territory developed by Indie Rock and other 

more underground movements, the story carries on.



Given the patterns of Rock and Roll, it's easy to say 

that the next significant thing to happen will happen 

somewhere "off camera," in some garage or 

basement or one-bedroom apartment, where 

something fresh, urgent, and strange begins to come 

together, building a small audience and--finally--

catching the world by surprise. The next thing has 

never come from above, from where the executives 

are sitting. And the next thing is, really, anybody's 

guess. But Rock and Roll can promise it's happening 

now, somewhere out there, and the ones who love 

this music and need this music the most are going to 

find it.



ESSENTIAL QUESTION

How is Rock and Roll's power, at 

least in part, a result of its being 

born on the margins of society?



What are the possible futures of Rock and Roll 

music?  Where did Elvis Presley come from? 

Howlin' Wolf? The Beatles? Grandmaster Flash? 

Ask that question and the answer is generally 

this: "Somewhere out there, where only a few 

eyes and ears caught their first stirrings." The 

Beatles didn't start doing what they did because 

they thought they would become the Beatles. 

They were answering a personal need, finding 

their voices, seeing what they could make for 

themselves amidst the rubble of Liverpool. 



The most celebrated figures in post-1950s popular 

music have typically come from out on the 

margins of society—the working classes, the 

marginalized communities, the garages and the 

basements rather than the penthouse apartments. 

One can't make a rule of this, of course, but 

history suggests that Rock and Roll and its 

offshoots have a special connection to what one 

might call "the outskirts." And Rock and Roll's 

future will likely be determined somewhere out 

there.



Much has been said about phases of exceptional 

musical change. It could be the periods 

associated with Punk Rock, Hip Hop, Early Rock 

and Roll, or Soul. But none of those periods of 

musical transition were untethered from their 

backdrops of social, cultural, and political change. 

New moments in music come when they're 

needed, often just a little bit before, so as to be 

ready. But they are never born in a vacuum. 

Whatever comes next in this unfolding history of 

Rock and Roll—while it will likely be brought to us 

in the hands of some individual from "the 

outskirts"—will also be connected to its moment, a 

part of a wider history. 



A creative mind, a musical mind, is at work right 

now, in some corner we can't immediately see, 

and though when that mind breaks through and 

presents its message it may at first seem out of 

sync with all that goes on around it (as has 

happened in the past), it will soon enough seem 

the very embodiment of its time. And it's going to 

help us understand who we are and the times in 

which we live. But all of this hinges on the 

individual creators, working in what seems to be 

isolation.



1. "We Belong Together" - Mariah Carey https://youtu.be/0habxsuXW4g

Hot 100 Peak Position: 1, Peak Date: June 4, 2005

http://www.billboard.com/artist/309388/mariah-carey/chart
https://youtu.be/0habxsuXW4g

